
Mono-morphemic causatives in Chinese: A usage-based collocation analysis

This study communicates some of the findings of a usage-based corpus linguistic
study on Chinese causatives. Overall, we focus on mono-morphemic periphrastic
causatives in Chinese. Using the quantitative corpus-based methodology illustrated in
Speelman & Geeraerts (2009) and Levshina (2011), we try to determine the factors
that influence the choices language users make among the different causatives; in
addition, we investigate possible diachronic changes in the use of the items.

The research target of the study consist of the seven causatives shǐ, lìng, ràng,
jiào1, jiào2, gěi, yào. Although these items have received some attention in Chinese
linguistics (Meisterernst 2006, Liu 2008, etc.), they have not yet been subjected to a
systematic comparison based on large-scale corpus data. The corpora we use in our
research are the following: the UCLA Chinese Corpus, whose size is one million
tokens collected from written Chinese during 2000-2005; Academia Sinica Tagged
Corpus of Early Mandarin Chinese, which starts from 907 A.D. and covers 10 works
of literature; Peking University’s corpora collection, the ancient part of which
includes 11 genres from 1046 B.C. to 1949 A.D.

In the specific study presented here, we use these corpora to zoom in on the
collocational behavior of the items. We address the following questions: (1) Does
collocation as a factor play a significant role in differentiating Chinese causatives? (2)
In terms of structural, lexical and conceptual collocation, what preferences are
revealed among them? (3) Do time periods have an influence over their inclinations
toward collocational construction, or how do the two factors interact to achieve the
status in quo of Chinese mono-morphemic causatives?

The results are expected to show collocation preferences and their variation of
Chinese causatives. As part of a project, this study would unveil similarities and
dissimilarities of those near-synonyms when acceptable Chinese causative utterances
are constructed.
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